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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES:

A HUMANISTIC INFLUENCE ON THE CURRICULUM

INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIES

ABOUT THE PPOGRAM

_

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES: A HUMANISTIC INFLUENCE ON THE CURRICULUM is a
program in development. Its over-all purpose is to identify and implement
viewpoints and:approaches which can help provide the kind of schooling

ittoday's studen need -- an education which can help them understand the
nature of 81.14.c anging world and their relationship to that world. We can
do.this, not by adding new courses, but by infusing the existing curricu-
lum with what we call global perspectives.

The materials in this booklet -- one in a series of four -- are a step
in the development process. On the following pages you will find a back-
ground discussion of the program and then two separate, but related, ap- -

proaches. Book I contains ideas for developing your own lessons and ac-
tivities, using concepts as a means of achieving program goals: Book II
has complete sample lessons to demonstrate how global perspectives fit
readily into your existing courses and teaching practices.

While separate pieces of the program can easily be inserted into cur-
riculum plans with little advance preparation, we think a careful reading
of the introduction to the series will give you a better idea of what we
are trying to achieve and why we have placed such a heavy emphasis on both
concept learning and multidisciplinary activities.

This nationwide program, supported by a grant from the National Endow-
ment for the,Humanities, has major testing sites in California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Minnesota, Maryland, and North Carolina. Criticisms and
comments from teachers and students at those testing locations -- as well
as all others who read and use the materials -- will make a major contri-
bution to the refinement and reshaping of the ideas and learning activities.
Consequently, in whatever way you review or try out the material, we urge
you to send us your thoughts and suggestions.

David C. King, Larry E. Condon,

Co-Directors
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Majr contributorL; to this bool-Jet:

ChdrIs B1oomstein, Larry L. Condon, Andrea'-B. Kaglsir David C. -Kinp-
Cathryn J. Long, f. Martin, Doris Sham.leffer Center for Global
Perslactivos, Ann de 1a Sota Staff member, Mankind Schools Project,

:i-ute for D,:.!velopment of'Educational Activities (/1/DYE7A4); Alexis
Acquino -- San Francisco Unified School District.

THE GOALS OF EDUCATTON WITH A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

In the decade of the 1970s, new responsibilities have been placed on
those responsible for the formal education ofpur young people. During
the 1-D60s, demands were for a Sort.of band-aid job of teaching about
burning social issues -- civil rights, urban problems, poverty, environ-
mental protection. The tide now seems to be shifting, -and the schools
are being called to account for the apparently dismal showing of students
in basic skills and basic civic literacy.

Education with a global perspective is not intended to detract from
these important areas. On the contrary, we are convinced that this global
perpectives program can be a valuable aid in improving readilt and writing
sRills, and in achieving a better understanding of-Ainerican hiStory and'
government.

That may sound like a-rather bold-Contention, and weoilgill deal with it
below in our discussion of concepts and basic,skills. FIrst,,though, let's
consider the central question of why global perspectives.are so important
to education today.

As a beginning, it's important for us to recognize that we are training
students for a world far different from the one their teachers grew up in.
Today's.kindergarten students, who will be young adults when we enter the
2lst century, must be able to adapt to life on a planet which-is rapidly
assuming the proportions of a global village. Each day\the world becomes

, more tightly interrelated -- an event or decision in some 'distant place
has far-reaching and often surprising consequences on people in other parts
of the planet. The kinds of careers our students will be able to choose
among and where and how they will work and live -- their living standards
and lifestyles -- will all be influenced in countless ways by the systemness
of our interrelated planet.

This global interdependence is not an unqualified trend toward peace and
international cooperation, nor is it necessarily a purelyynegative force,
thdt threatens traditional loyalities and institutions. It is simply afact .

oF existence and offers both opportunities and challenges Learning tO cope
with an interrelated world which continues to change at a dizzying pace is a

ta:;1- for each individual.

This need Fez, new kinds of learning has been well dramatized by the general
ron F Americans to the issue of energy. Energy, in fact, provided us
with tlw irt widespread warning of the implications of ,lobal Interrelated-

When we found ourselves waiting in gasoline lines in 1973, while crude
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el 2rics wnre loubling and doubling again, we had a vivid demonstration of
hOW jul living patterns could be dislocated by events halfway around the
world.

W. re-ionded to that crisis more with a sense of urgency than of fore-
')ur govcrnment announced the start of "Project Independence" -- designed

te Atitr:-.Ahf, from the tangled webs of worldwide enerpy systems. In our
to return to "normalcy,l' we rather easily discarded some of our

2oncerns aLout environmental protection; we approved and
litud Lo'n the Alaska Pipeline and a renwal of off-shore oil drilling.

Those ]asollhe lines are almost forgotten now, and so are many of the
prom:se: we ma?: about conserving energy. By mid-1(176, we were consuming
mor- oil than ever before. And in the meantime, the interrelated networks
tnat contributed tn the 1973 crisis have become larger and more complex. We
n>w !mport mcre Arah oil than we did then, and by 1980, more than half our
,upplies will co from foreign sources. In other words, despite the rhetoric
For or,servition ani energy independence, we have become more susceptible to
li.ruptiehs in t:,ese worldwide systems.

W-'v- thit case at some length because it provides such a
.1tring Furnshadswing of the kind of world our students will be living in.
Thrr- w.li 1)-: Future energy crises,' d there will also be shortages of other

ind nhtural rusources. The cations o2 our growing interrelatedness
,top

lei! to Loth gloom and optimismv.

2n the une hand, for example, it is now painfully clear that the devesta-
thri .0 our biosphere can be reversed only_rbn a global scale -- the potential
ruin of the world's oceans cannot be halted by the actions of any single na-
tiun. Thu tame is true for pollution of the air, land, and fresh water.

the more positive side, living as closer neighbors with our four bil-
lion Fullow humans, offers new opportunities to share the richness and wisdom
oF strikingly diverse cultures. Many of our present students will soon be
living and. working in other-countries -- as employees of global companies,
or as' representatives of national and international agencies. Others will
trav-q the glohc freely, and all will be exposed to various kinds of cross-
cultural communicacin.

lo take idvantage of these potentials, we must learn to deal with the
complexities and the problems. Our future citizens will need to understand
ar,d re;pond creatively to disruptions like the energy crisis. They wiAl
need te 7ercuive ind djust to the ways global interrelatedness impinges on
their dai'y lives. And they will have to deal with local concerns within a
Hr.al setting -- recognizing, for example, that a local landfill controversy
can utvu onsecueflcus for neighboring communities, for the entire nation,
s! For 'h he tltn or worldwide environmental systems.

j global perspective, therefore, means equipping this
;,.eherati)n oF .:!mdenta with the understandings and skills needed for dealing
ef'Fee`ivel with life on a shrinking and rapidly changing plannt. In general,

rnrinire-t developing attitudes and approaches adequate to encompass the
inturrellednett: or systumness of the planet. In somewhat more detail, the

iii
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'7uoal t=o1o1:al per-,pectives education can he stated as:

1. an understandin'of the world's systemness and how it can
influence one's own life;

a recopition that: others may have viewpoints about the
interrelated world that differ from one's own;

ff-

':. an ability to make judgments afid decisions about ways in
which world systemness impinges on one's own life or com-
munity or nation.

a recognition that one's actions can havt on influence on
some effects of world interrelatedness and a determination
to exercise that influence.

it is not a simpe task to help young people achieve the needed percep-
tions, awarenesses,understandings, skills, and abilities to aet construc-
tively. When ther'is inadequate understanding and limited perception, it
is ail too easy to ignore the complexities of global interrelatedness or
to become overwhelmed by the magnitude of the issues. The result then is
likely to be apathy, deriving from the feeling that one's actions don't
make a .1ifference. A Scholastic Magazine on-going. survey of teen-age at-
tiudes revealed that fewer students planned to take on active part in the
1976 presidential election campaign than was thc.case in previous years.
This is precisely the Rind of trend our democracy cannot afford.

IF we are to develop the kinds of viewpoints and willingness to act
wo've spoken of, we must involve all aspects of-the curriculum at all grade
levels. As long as "global studies" are considered a special element of
schoolin:g, involving only such courses as world studies or international
relatio, we will make little progress toward improving the quality of
education for a changing world. It is essential that we recognize the vital
role that must'also be played by the humanities, by career education, by
industrial arts -- in a word, by all subject areas.

This importance of all elements of the curriculum will become more evi-
dent when you read through the suggestions for activities and the demonstra-
tion lessons. As an introduction, the following case studies will illustrate
this emphasis of the program and also the value of beginning to provide educa-
tion with a glebal perspective at the earliest grade levels.

EXAMPLES OF THE PROGRAM IN ACTION

Ono or the program's testing sites is an inner city elementary school in
San Franc:3(7o. The children in a K-3 class had first learned some ba;:ic
ideas ab)ut the concept of change. They measured changes in their physical
grnwth and constructed murals illustrating such facrAs of personal change

p1cLures ni themselves as infants. They observed physical educition in
classes of older children to identify the kinds of skills which would soon
be within their range. They measured (.nanges in plant, and experimented
with chirwes in thr, physical arrangement of their classroom.
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The teachers next turned the children's attention to systems -- a basic
element in the concept of interdependence. By manipulating toys and other
familiar objects, they developed a mental image of the concept: that a
system is made up of parts that depend on each other; if one part ie Missing
or broen or not functioning properly, the whole system is affected. The
class then explored such systems dS their own bodies, their families, their
classroom; they discovered and told about other kinds of systems and role
played real and imagined machine systems.

On a field trip to discover systemness in their neighborhood, they
found that the traffic control system at a street corner did not achieve the
desired results and represented a serious danger to pedestrians. With the
help of their teachers, they drew up a petition to the San Francisco city
government and were granted a hearing by the Traffic Control Division. Ac-

companied by the teachers and a few parents they went to the hearing and
some of the older children presented their case. They explained what they
had learned about sy':tems and what was wrong with this particular system.

Then came three weeks of waiting -- a lesson in itself -- and finally
the deeision. Their petition was approved. A new traffic signal was in-
stalled long with clearer sidewalk markings -- vivid and constant reminders
of their first success in citizenship participation. 'In describing the in-
ciden, one third grader wrote: "It made me feel like Martin Luther King
the third."

On the surface, this experience seems to have little direct bearing on
the ;oals of global perspectives educatiOn as we described these earlier.'
EAlt actually these children were acquiring essential building blocks for
the kinds of perceptions and awarenesses, and the willingness to participate
in the democratic process, which will be so valuable to them as adults.
When in later grades, such concepts as change, interdependence, and communi-
cutler' are applied to the ways in which global interrelatedness touches our
lives, learning will be much more successful if the beginning models are
developed in the primary grades.

A high school in the rural school district of San Ramon, California,
illustrates the program at work in upper grade levels. There, a class
worl,,ed on an environmmtal unit developed from the project. The core of
the unit, titled "On Your Own," is a simulation in which each student has
to plan survival strategies for a year in a Walden Pond setting, i.e.,
outside materials are ayailable but little outside assistance. The goals
of the unit are to come to a clearer understanding of: interdependence
between humans and.their environment; how people alter natural systems and-
what the possible consequences are; and what kinds of things people need.
Fpr survival, including companionship..

The unit involved reading about survival in other settings and compari-
son of the students' lifestyles with the kinds of tasks facing pioneers on
any Frontier. Each student kept a journal of his or her progress; they'
used matnematies skills to arrange their budgets and calculate the benefits
oF ilternative purchases; in the concluding lesson, they investigated the
ashetc nrget; of people, the need to create beauty in the design of even
the r,os functional items -- storage jars, plates, weathervanes, and so on.

9



e teachers found that the students really "got into" the
ef:Fort; ":.hv asked advice pf everyone they cuuld think of -- math and

the owner of the local hardward store, and farmers." Art,

literatare, .:.arth science, ecology, mathematics, and history all comLined to
nrovide iasights into the basic needs of all humans and into some alternative
way of meeHng those needs. Such understandings are an important sten in
serceivg c.,.]ture as an amazing achievement of the human specie, rather than
t-he paricalar living 7;atterns and oddities of one society or another.

Thes,! are sketchy examples, but we hope they are sufficient to indicate
thal the ;,..ind of learning we are concerned with can and should emerge from
all cournes and at all grade levels. In this way, by the time students
.reach the ui,er high school grades, they should be able to deal more effec-
tively wilt the complexities of global interrelatedness in such topics as:
food-population nressures; the uses and control Of the seas; the spread of
nuclear ar.d conventional arms; the interlocking of economic systems; and
Elt- role of g.loal corporations.

. AND PASIC SKILLS

T(,riCy7.T Learning has been with us For some time, but frequent]y has not
offere [! kind oF assistance to learning tnat was hoped for. OL7RAh PER-
SPECTIVF: A HUANISTIC INFLUENCE ON THE CURRICULUM is based on the assump-
tion that aoncent learning can do the job. In fact, it is vital in develop-
ing the ntalenta' ability to process and make sense out of vast amounts of
information and stimuli.

:neciliss in this field of learning point out that there are at least
fve wa,p ir which the term concept is used. In this program we have focused
on lust twc, these possible applications:

are tools for helping students create order out of seemingly

unrelfzt, ,7xpeences and data. In this sense, they provide what James M.

Becker reFrn to when he wrote:

"Whet L;tudents need is a framework for sifting, sorting, cate-
gorLiling, classifying, evaluating, and choosing among many messages
received From the world environment. Content then becomes a means
of reaching a more basic objective developing-a-conceptual scheme
broad anough to yield insights-and hynotheses which can help students
understand and participate intelligently in society."

Conce::,.: can provide the kind of framework Becker refers to. Put to achieve
thi the 1,.irner must be able to build on a sound beginning model of what is
rsint by -4:,znu,:, conflict, or anv other concept. Thic is what we have tried

achi-Y- :h ths proo,am.

"nr;--,aniin;,, the Foni:il Prouam,"
Pro$p,:?..2tr an 3'ith Ye,Arbor-*

e 7cc:11 P. fl'.

t 0
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At the same time, concepts are not ends in themselves. Our purpose is
not to teach students all thancan be learned about any of the four concepts
d.:11 with in this project:. i4erdependence, confZict, communication, and
chan3e. When applied to specifirC,content, they are useful as tools for or-
ganiing information. ThuS, the:primary-grade class which learned about
systems had acquired a tool which could be applied to new experiences and
information. At this grade level, and through succeeding ones, the idea of
systems (or, eventually, of interdependence) becomes one of the links that
help the student see relationships between, say, the systemness of street
and traffic patterns and the interrelatedness of life in a community, or the
ecology of a pond and the delicate balances of the biosphere.

As students proceed through the pre-college-grades, their mental image
of each concept will change and grow, enabling them 4-o deal with increasingly

.

complex subject matter. These organizing tools then, while not providing
miraculous solutions to basic skills problems, do offer students the means
of "sifting, sorting, categorizing, classifying," and so on. We are con-
vir,ced that such abilities will give students valuable assistance in mastering

. the Skills of reading, writing, and computation.

Hasic :;kills acquisition should also be enhanced by the second way in
which concepts are used in the program:

2. Ae four concepts chosen for the program represent broad topics or
theme:3 that are essential for understanding the nature of the world we live
in. W47! have emphasized the idea of increasing interdependence on a world-
wide scale. Change is also a major characteristic of our world'and allsigns
point to an accelerating Pace of both technological and social change. .And

change also creates conflict -- conflict between groups that come into cloSer
contact or conflict which serves to resolve.issues created by change. Finally,
as we, Find our lives more closely intertwined with others, we are in need of
-clear communication across cultural boundaries; we also must find ways to make
wiser use of the miracles of the new electronic age of communication.

In a sens.e, therefore, education with a global perspective involves
Focusing on the major realities of modern life. This gives,us some clues to
content selection and helps us choose content that deals with the questions
already in young people's minds: Who am I? Why am I here? What do I want
From life? What is the good life? Can I do something to achieve it, or am
I the helpless victim of gigantic forces over which I have no control?

In building some of our course content around these four major concepts,
we dp not always have to.Focus on global matters. Instead, content should
offer s,tudents experience with these themes at all social levels -- the in-
dividual, the group, the community, the nation, and the world. Here is an
example:

In a prototrpe which led to this project -- a multimedia package titled
i'ftt,.?Pne of Human Conflict (Prentice-Hall Media, 1974), students begin the
unit. 1),/ devoloring their own definitions of conflict. Through short stories,
drama, poetry,-journalism, and social science, they refine their definitions,

wayL: in which ome conflicts can be healthy or functional, and
anly:4e various ways oF resolving conflicts. In one filmstrip, they examine

vii
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case studies f the theme involving a.. youth trapped by personal and group
conflict over drug use; the civil rights march on Selma which involved
large groups and eventually engulfed the entire nation; and conflict over
sharing the resources of the world's oceans.

It is essential to deal with the theme in this multilevel fashion if
global perspectives are to he more than the analysis of international events.
The concept provides a unifying thread which enables the student to under-
stand how the elements of a global perspective relate to his or her own life.
In this way, both process and content combine to increase student motivation.
The study of the American Civil War becomes something other than a remote
historical event; instead, it becomes a case study in how people become
caught up in conflict and why some conflicts spiral into violence. The, under-
standings that emerge contribute to self-awareness and to a better compre-
hension of the world.around us.

One,final point needs to be made. A major responsibility of schooling
is to provide adequate citizenship training for the emerging generation. Our
democratic soeiety can not afford a citizenry ignorant of the ways in which
our daily lives, our local issues,and our national policies are interconnected
with all other parts of the planet. When a town finds that its major industry
is shifting operations to Mexico or Taiwan, a reaction of helpless frustration
does not help those involved. If, however, they understand the forces that
created such a situation, at the very least the event makes sense to.them,
and may lead to a search for alternative solutions. Or it may lead to the
conclusion that this is one of those evencs -- like the energy crisis -- over
which the individual has no control once it is allowed to happen. The task is
to Find ways to adapt to the situation -- and to work to prevent such events.

Our Future citizens will also be participating in decisions that influence
the nature and quality of life in our own nation and in the world. We are
faced with such urgent questions as: What can we do to alleviate the suffer-
ing cf those who live in abject poverty and hunger? How can we make the wisest
use of our dwindling supplies of natural resources? Is the accelerating scale
of arms and nuclear technology necessary? How can we learn to get along with
people whose cultures or ideologies are markedly different from our own?
What_ .kinds of policies will make our built environment healthier and protect
our threatened natural environment?

These questions and countless more will face our students in their adult
years. All these issues affect our individual lives as well as the lives of
all other inhabitants of the planet. Only a citizenry that understands the
complexities of global interrelatedness -- and can weigh the consequences
of various alternatives -- will be in a position to confront these issues
in constructive and creative ways.

To sum up, we can say that improving the quality of education in general
is closely a:;sociated wilh global perspectives education. Skillr; in reading,_
writing, and computation will improve when skill development involve', meaning-
ful contont exploring the world around us and our relationship to it.
()ur democratic society needs citizens willing to participate in '-he decision-
maing preces:,. And this commitment depends on our young people recngnizing
how thoir aetionl; and those of the groups to which they belong influence,
and are influenced hv, events and actions in other parts of nur inuerrolated
world.

viii
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THESE MATEKIALS

The remainder of this concept guide is divided into two parts: Book I
contains ideas for developing your own lessons and activities; Boel- TI con-
sihts c) usable lessons which demonstrate how global t in

with whit you are already teaching.

To mako rhe best use of both the ideas and the advance

olanning will be needed. This is particularly true whuil acLloping multi-
disciplinary activities. ror the elementary grades, the planning may require
involving teachers of special areas such as art and music. It will also
moan using activities which combine reading and social studies, writing and
science, or any numbor of combinations. Teachers who have experimented with
these approaches find that the extra planning is well rewarded by student
intere8t Ind achiyvemont.

At Lipper grado levels, planning hecomes more difficult because we have
beeome so used to teaching in isolated subject areas. However, more and
mor schools are developing channels for coordinating efforts across discipli-
nary lines. The materials in this guide are flexible and adaptable to local
noed-:. If no cooperation between departments is possible, individual teachers
cin still make use or most activijes. And, if you are already involved in
3r plit.ning cross-disciplinary .pproaches, these ideas and lessons should fit,

into -any lifforent kinds of coordinated activity.

are:

Two possible ways of Fitting the materials into existing teaching plans

1. After reading through the booklet, simply select those topics or
activities that seem hest suited to your needs;

mse the subject index on p.30 to locate themes you plan to cover
in your courses.

1 word of caution: (.11noe we have divided the mdterials according to

cLuster rather than into each of the 13 grades, you are hound to find
tomo iollons that are above or below your students' ability level. In such

easo, you may be able to make adjustments and use the material, hut there

rly ht. i few ictivilies that simply won't work. This 18 particularly true

it 'he nri:ntry ,;ride levol whore the leap from pre-reader to reader may pose
)bstaclos.

ATIA:n IN "MP CMKPICULUM

W. !%e iiiing tho term oonmnoticaton in its broadest semse -- it oncom-

11i7 VAV:1 of Elf,ndiniT, and receiving messages between people, as well

as learning to .10.0 more efreotively with the various forms of miss modia.

for example, would ineilude ditinguishing fact From oinion, Non-
me;!.!-Iagon, ml analy:ling tlo, influence or t.ho media on lifestYlo

;,or.lon

ix
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fo1lowihx, is a I I. t oF :iome of the Roals developed in this set of
uide. The 1 is4 is not definitive or Final. You will probably discover
tha .o1,.s arc, also being met and, r)f course, you may not be working
tnwl:d all of th-s, at a given grade ive.l. It is important to keep in mind
t: it ()Ur 1 1in Cm i ; to provide students with a beginning mental image of
W,at i; inw Ivo in :h.: word communication. Only in this way can we avoid

si1u.ition in which st:udents create their
)1:t to I., di :torted or in-idequat, and thus Fails to in

nro inf-ormation.

expotienc,-,, the s+udent will gradually add to and modify his or
hr idck or communication. Thin will be achieved by applying the concept in

.):,histicaced wavs to a wide variety of subjoct matter. Thus,
the ovo:arch:ng 1,3 to learn to trle this concept as one more tool for

-t.ns- out of wor1J around onn.

.7.tudent:: will

-

FOCU:',INfl ON COMMUNICATION

t.hat communication includes not only language and artistic
but also appearances and behavior;

thit ,1Qar communication involves quality as well as
(;1:tht:v i.v., we can talk with friends or Family members at great
1,!nth and mis(:ommunicatn;

t.hat the increased quantity of communication across national
or :1.:Itural k)undar: doe:: not necessarily lead to understanding and

otanc;

clin .xpoiience in ci)pin1 with such barrii,rs to clear communication an
- 111turll difforonce- in behavior Ind valuof

-1 trwu igt difforons,

- -treotvping;

11 in w-r Ling , tt1inc I i oni , and interpt,nt in g non -

, I commun o.at i

w;t!I VA,1.!-11:; F,drms ro,1!:-ev,-,ronnion in writinr, ind art, Forms;

tt good commun Ition deponds on lanctuago and thinin,,
Inc', logic' wl tlw recogni..10

H ;
I or th,, P humans convey

%.1 in! lo.11 114.1.1fl i)t commnniilation and cultural similarittos
in



BOOK T: IDEAS 7OR DEVELOPING ACTIVITIES FOCUSING ON
COMMUNICATION

The primary grades classroom, with its c
multi-subject approach, is an ideal envi/
communication. Body language, the arts, a
be examined as children develop skills in oral

ructure, flexibility, and
',:ploring the nature of

,Int kinds of behavior can
written communication.

Children at these age levels can also begin to deal with barriers to com-
munication. They will come to understand, for example, that:

- words don't always tell what we mean;
- behavior can be misunderstood;
- careless listening habits can lead to misunderstandings.

And they can begin discovering the ways animals communicate and how signs
and symbols give us messages without words. The primary grades should be
a time for exploring, experimenting, discovering, and learning by trial-and-
error. These experiences can provide a beginning sense of the many facets
of communication, and how these are related to reading and writing.

The subject matter will usually seem far removed from what we normally
conceive of as global perspectives. It's important to remember that this
is not so. Your students will be acquiring vital building blocks for under-
standing the concept and learning to deal with it more effectively. The
more solid this initial base, the better they will be able to deal later
with such aspects of the concept as cross-cult'iral communication, learning
other languages, and appreciating unfamiliar forms of artistic expression.

Specifte topics aro listed in the Subject Area index.

IDEAS FOR DEVELOPING LESSONS AND ACTIVITIES

TOPIC I: GETTING THE MESSAGE

The-, accurato sf:nding and receiving of messages is basic good communication.
Practice with those nkills should be ongoing in the primary grades. Here

somp bpvinninr, ideas which can help children understand why some messages
don't got thronvh oloar.ly and why care musL be used in sending messages and
in lintenirw or (ohlevving.

- 1 -
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AREAS OF STUUY

Language Arts (li3tening, speaking, analyzing stories)
Art (drawing, From verbal instruction)

OME(:TIIIES

Student. will

1. ic!nrity at least two reasons why messages become confu,ied;

1. thr.)ugh ," recognize the value con-
Firming a messa:

J. domonstrate improvod listening skills in drawing a picture
from oral in.itruction;

4. choo ;e among altetnative ways of sending a message.

TEACH:I:1(1 SUCCESTIOW-;

A Accurate communication begins with careful listening and observation.
Children's skills in this area can be sharpened through games and exer-
cises in every area of learning. These include remembering elements of
pictures or live situations; counting, or finding special things,
pictures or films; listening for special words or sounds; compari:.
different tones oF voic fnr the same statement; and drawing pict
or writing accounts of hea.7°. messages. Com1Jine :;uch exercises wit
stories about how messago;7 n be confused through poor listening
observation. The stories ' Lazy Jack* and Am,A.ia Bedelia** are (1.,
amplas of many stories wh: hinge on misinterpretation of message
and they approach the sub' with humor.

P. Even when we listen caroteLly, we can't always get the exact meanin
that is in another person' . mind. Demonstrate this by having children
draw a "mon,ter" according to your description. Provide specific fea-
tures, such as "Fat brvun logs" or "nink claws." The chiLdron's drawinon
will look luite different, oven though they may be accurate renresonta-
tions of what you naid. 1-;..cuss with the clans how we can't always
express what we moan. A Why should -P be extra careful to und,:,-
;rah; what people are 0 say? Reteat activity and point Int
examnlo'l n improvement For dota.l.

Till) 1'11001'

for ccnrmation.
when" !mints,

,-)w1 at hotm!."

-od to teach the tue of chocking b,
a message containing "who, where, whc
rday Sally's froc-, ate all the guppie:: in
this massage by whinpers from ntudont to

Jaok, an 1:nglish tale by Joseph Jacobs, rewritten by Harry Will inson.
American Wition. Now YorL: World Publishing Co.,

** Amolm:a A-Wia, by Pegy N:'ish, New York: Harper and Row, 1Wl.
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student around the class, then discuss the warped message that emerges
at the end. Try the game a second time with another message but re-
luire everyone to repeat the message back to the sender for confirma-
tion before vending it on. Students should quickly see how accuracy
is improved.

r)f course mossages can be sent in a variety of ways; some are better
For certain situations than others. List on the board a variety of ways
to tell a message, or use simple pictures to show: saying it; writing
a note; making a phone call; showing an object or picture; and acting
it out. Then suggest a variety of situations and ask class members
which method of telling is most appropriate.

-,,Ltuations might include:

tying d shoe;

telling a salesman you want new shoes just like your old ones;

- inviting a friend to dinner;

;Itowing how happy you f.7.-"

telgpg what your house kr; 17

Havu different pairs of studen-- de what method they would use to send

one of these messages. Practice w -elephoncs (with students facing
awav From ecwh ,thor) will demonstz--1-_- 9.- talking on the telephone is often

not a Glean, a:. Face-to-face convors,=.k... Some children might be able to

6ve reasons FoI this, noting use hal and facial expressions.

The student: will see advantarns of .1),-,tn telling and drawing sometning

libe the appear _ao of a house. ting lr out will be most clearly valuable
in telling someone how to tie a sl Fun, have some children try giving

inn.ruLtions wt'l other children _ Lovin- those instructions carefully -- it's

111!;t d5M1' impo,;1'Ll.e. Conclude L ing that 30MC ways of sending mes-

tre better than others depoT 3n -he kind of message you are sending.

TOPIC 2: "TALKING" WITH DAN MIME

'ItLor early, children recogn' it people communicate throng' movements

ivl Floial expressions. They shr' understand that those aro _niversal
oF expression, common to alL s. Sometimes the body-lar-uage men-

:Ives u,.0,1 in anothor culture are easi;_-: Iderstood; at other time-; Je have

ifFir'ulty, even though the pooplo of t 'ulture would have no trc-_ble.

10 A,:tivirie; will develop the I.:7:e: iing tha here are simil...irities

ni! 1:1Feronces in the way peoplo p -to world uso body movement and

oxpres.,i(in;.
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AREAS OF STUDY

Dance, Mime (body movement)
Music

Social studies (other cultures)#

OlijITTIVES

:tudentp will

1. use movement and facial expressions to illustrate a story;

recognize that different movements can express the same idea
or feeling;

3. observe and interpret body movement and facial expressions;

identify cultural variations in the use of body language;

5. understand that body movement can be used to tell a story or
aid in telling a story.

TEACHING SUOGESTIONS

A. Begin by demonstrating the possible variety in simple imitations. Sing
a :;ong which uses finger play, such as "The Eensy Weensy Spider." Then
irle another song and have the children try to illustrate it with hand
movements or finger puppets. Encourage individual children to demonstrate
their variation:1. Point out two or three cases where different movements
conveyed the same message.

The same procedure can be used with stories or poems.

,R. To demonstrate how important hand signals are, you might ask volunteers
to try to convey a message only by speaking -- with no use of their hands.
Examples: How to got from the classroom to the auditorium. An activity
thcy learned during the summer, like how to paddle a canoe.

A variation, would be to have two or three observers keep track of how
honds wuro used to communicate during a single day. The students will
quickigrasp how much we depend on our hands when we

.....

InvIte a dine., or mime artist to give a demonstration to the class. Have
'he ntudents try to gnesn what messarTL; are being conveyed. Then your
ruest can explin each. Point out wayn in which different parts of the
hody W..rQ uned -- face, hands, arms, etc .

f'ont or bIrrow a film of Marcel Marreau. Explain thar he is French and
00' iF the el .0 ha.4 had no exporience with tho French lilnguago, ler them

Lear ,lample.; of it before you proceed. Then show the film and have tlio
tuaont., into/Trut Uio mo!;saRo. They should have Jiltle trouble and will

lw*ANI0 to ide:,tify the importance of suolt loatures as facial expro-;sion,
body peoture, Ind ,;(1 on.

1 8
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A good addition would be to try to get one cf. Danny Kaye's films of the
,Actor telling stories (usually Hans Christian Anderson) to children.
Here, the students will see how body language combines with spoken len-
liage to emphasize meaning.

Use films or pictures of dancers or ceremonial performances from other
parts of the world. Ask the class to point out movements that look
familiar. Do they express the same or a different meaning from the way
they are used in our society. (The film narration should explain this;
An option is to use still pictures from sources like NationaZ Geographic,
which also could be used for a bulletin board display.)

Different cultures use dance to tell stories or for social and religious
ceremonies. American Indian tribes, for example, used different dances
For war, rain, illness, crops, and so on. Using films or a source book,
teach the class a simplified version of one or two such dances. See if
the stulents can figure out any of the meanings; explain others to them.
Thi:, will reinforce the basic idea that all people use body movement to
send mesL>ages; some of these can be understood only by people of the cul-
ture or w'..o know the culture -- other movements are common to many socie-
ties.

As a zonclusion, might have groups invent their own dances or mime
activities which t, class can then try to interpret.

TOPIC 3: ANIMAL LANGUAGE AND HUMAN LANGUAGE

qnp )f thP basic understandings involve(1 in global perspectives is the
r,)grittLon that we are linked to all other '.umans in the world through our
bioLogieal an,1 cultural heritages. Human/ovIer animal comparisons provide
an ,xcellent way to help children perceive sone of the many ways we are linked
to ill members of the human species.

AREAfl ':)r STUDY

Nature (animal. behavlor)
I..inguaF,e Arts (writing, interpreting messages)
:afety

:J.ftlonts will

1. observe and t ways animals send messarr,o:1;

through a -rative activity, draw inferenro!; about the
diFFiculty (ommunicating without words;

tho bud storio:; r.lassify animal messa:s oC difforent
;

eompare [Anil :1 and human tosponts to dangor

- 5 -
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

A. Begin with the Close observation of pets -- at home or in the classroom.
As'r: the children to tell about ways the animal gives messages. How does
it tell you when it's hungry? playful? sleepy? angry? frightened?

Make a butcher paper chart of how different pets communicate. Include
way.:: they communicate with each other.

B. To emphasize the intricacies of animal communication, use film , ,ies,
or nlrri*i-)ss that provide scrle detail on how specific species communicate.

, and r _:ris L.:ve been studied at some length. The
children ,_ll find thi- Fascinating, including some of the mysteries we
can't yet answer about animal communication. The NOVA public television
series produced an excellent pair of programs on the varieties of com-
munications amow birds.

Depending -)n the kinds of materials used, you might reinforce the lesson
by having -:olunteers imitate some animal communication through behavior
and have the class guess what animal is being shown.

Througt this activity, pnint out any similarities in animal and human
eommuni:ation.

Any of activities ran be used to demonzrate and dramatize the
special :%nle of human language. You might laegn by pointing out the limits
of ania.] communication -- the relatively small number of messages they
can senl. Also, they cannot write down the symbols of their language,
and thi means that what is nOt inherent must be Learned by observation.
This limit the information which can be transferled to each generation.

To indi-tLe the importance of numan language, have the class (or groups)
try a 0,_,Iperative task, such as a kitchen or art project, without speak-,
ing. Allow them to use facial ,xpressions, hand signals, and so on --
NIL no w-)rds. AFter a few minures of this, ask sl:ch questions as:

How did it feel ,to be withnut language?

- What ,,:ere some oF 'the mistakes made in sending or receiving
M-`!;r3,1"

WHat t'inny things happened?

iw wc1:1,1 the pr'ient have bn easier IC words could be used?

An)th,: way oxplor.. ifferences 'n Inimal an 1 human communicai Ton is
through r i Both anim_l Ind humans send messag that call
fflP P 1)11. Put urnin cm much more ex,r.t. in giviaiT, warikLinrs,

Ind thw; thinl dbio. what the ifert thing k) do would be,

rthl..r t ) ,11)olit r.c,T11(' h, if " n I en!!

f t wima 1.10 .hon Hrm.1-;

2 0
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- You (first a cat, then a person) and a, friend come to a busy inter-
section.

- You and some friends are in a forest and_you hear a gun shot.

- You are in a building and you smell smol

,'unu calling for help.

FOPIC 4: SYMBOLS AND SIGNS

As croc:-cultural contacts increase at an ever-faster pace, peaple have
discovered ti1t symbols can help overcome some language barriers. This set
of activities introduces the class to various kinds of symbols both in the
local commu:.ity and on the international level. The topic might hest be used
at grades 7o or three after the children have had some introduction to the
idea of "ElIaceship Earth" or our "shrinking globe," but it is also useful in
,any study _:-Ivolving either safety or cross-cultural contacts.

AREAS OF E7:D.Y

Social studies (the global system; international understanding)
Art (drawing, potato printing)
Safety

OBJECTIVES

Students will

1. observe and interpret symbol signs in their 11,:lighborhood;

2. name some reasons for using symbols instead of words in certain
situations;.

3. demonstrate understanding of the nature of logotypes by charting
areas where some are understood, and by making and using their own;

rocognize and use some internatibnal symbols;

understand that our symbols are not natural but arbitrary.

7,UCCFSTIONS

A. On 1 nei;hborhood field trip, have lhe children oh-,erve sigl ;. Help r'u-

den' di..ltinguish bet_we0;1 the sign:, that primarily use wcrO, and tilos.

0,tt lerp,m1 on symbol Ant: Why sheilld we use ,,mbol, when we coul
'lb aid recogni::(. he value of symbols for nonreor

(1LF flt-lo of them, p(rhap';), and For the qui(ll, ,,,nding of a message that

L o Loo lur.A in wrtting. In the cLissroom, have children draw
,--:01s they '14. Discuss tho import:am o 40r1; and ohapco of

nd what t',t!y toll you. For example, what color; moan warning
langer? Whit is 'he ,lhapo of a stop sign.

- 7 -
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ihiidrn enjoy manipulating ,op'o*pc .ymbols. Int

c:,:ldren to the logotype idea by sho., le-, such as c

Irands or familiar automobile tradem-,:ks. - e reasons fcc ihese
symhols (easy recognition; they can he understoo_ by people who zcn't
read; they adverti..,..). Have the children cut out lor,otypes they Find
In newnnapers or ma,-aines. Ckle some of these to mae a simple srach
,nowing how broadly each logptyne is known.

Tho graph might look like this:

Understood by people in:

Logotype Region U.S. World

X
-1--

,

C,attle brand

4.Y./
Volkswagen X X X

& 'inion Gasoline X X

Live ,.:hildren create their own logotypec with potato-prints. They can
use lhese stamps to :,ign artworl, (as some A.A.an artists do), or even to
:.!mtify written assiornments.

::ome international symbols to show the class, such as the United
:ttions symbol, the Olympics linked circles, national flags, international
traffic signs (use the encyclopedia and your state highway department as
sources). See now'many the class can identify. Compare if possible some
international traffic signs with equivalent American ones. Lead children
toward the understanding that no symbol has an absolute meaning (our famil-
iar heagonal stop sign, for instance, isn't used in other countries). We

eimply agree on certain meanings. Ask the class why we are switching many
of our signs to international symbols. For example, how would this help
foreign visitors? How would it help when the Olvmnic games ar,- held in
An American city?

Ak the chilc2en e 'dooce some apnronriate international siT,ns to put
ur around flit, school or in the olaroom.

'1 osnrint n aro akothor import int a',pee t or human communi cat ion.

t St rodu,:e (:1.af; ; o trai ]mark ing a,; done ly pioneers and I nd :rm

Liron can ;'ractico their ()WTI trlilmarking on the playgronnl n inr hoy
cl' cit L c ut motho,1-. Over the c,)urso of the ,chool year, :nt_1-odue

t ",! 10(;t.-,;y1n1io1 ;" t-o the clavl nz they Fit in. Di Arcs' -; ells,

'n c L Ina'', clVt' r,(.)(,J to 1,-nc,w. cltr-,q the reasowl for 11.1in, ni,11,11,1

,td (.f word..; -mphasi,lo tflo that almost all our sign I n r

"nt,ril," hut ,wreed :pon. Many p,-,)n:le, r r in, tan, 0, may i i ft ;t

-

2 44n
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black is the "natural" color for mourning, whereas many people wear
white for that purpose. The same is true of traffic signs and other
kinds of symbols.

Note: You can easily use these activities as a way of introducing the
topic of the U.S. undergoing the change to the metric system of weights
and measures.

TOPIC 5: NEW WAYS TO SAY IT

While building vocabulary in new and different ways, these ongoing
activities work towarc a long-range &al of education with a global perspec-
tive: the students will encounter words or phrases that have special signifi-
cance to particular cultures. This experience, in turn, is a first step in
perceiving culture (with language being one component of culture) as a uniquely
human way of meeting needs -- rather than thinking of culture as the traits
or oddities associated with one group of humans.

AREAS OF STUDY

Language Arts (vocabulary building)
Foreign Language
Social Studies (human culture)

OBJECTINES

Students will

1. select and use alternative words and phrases;

2. experiment with new ways of expressing familiar ideas;

3. explain whv certain words have special importance to particular
cultures.

TEA(lfiNn SUGGESTIONS

A. To develop awarene.2.3 of vocabulary alternatives, try using substitutes
for standard clas,n-,)em greetings or instructions. Introduce one or two

alternatives yourself to give them ideas. On some days, you might use
slang phrasos or special phrases he children use at home. On other
days, specific foreign phrases might be used -- making sure that they
)<now that the word:, are Spanish or French rather than lust "foreign."

It's best to spend much time as possible with one language, relying
(m the help of fore:7,n language teachers when possible. Ask a travel

agent for posten; pwing scenes of the country you're dealing with,
place th0,10 around le ,-oom, and tell the children a little about the
.91)e ioty

B. An tmjoyable way tn eucurage children in different means of expression
to Dlay with a mA-ronnated name or action in a Fairy tale or fa-

vorite story. rNarn7 are "Slenping Beauty," "thn crafty fox," "he blew

- 9 -
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and ne blew and he blew the house down." Divide the,class into .4-5 groups.
Help each group in working out an alternate way to "say" the phrase.
They may just put it in other words or another, dialect; or act it out;
or play the rhythm of tho phrase on a drum or tambourine, perhaps with
other sound effects; or make a picture or sculpture reflecting the phrase;
or put it in another language. When all groups are ready, gather the
class in a circle to read the story. Each time you come to the phrase,
point !:o one of the ',cups to "perform" it version.

C. Work as a class at "word collecting." Almost any excuse will de for
this sort of exercise: the point is not to confine it to reading or
language arts periods. A word collection is a group of words that fit under
one category or are synonymous. The class, or groups of students, can
"brainstorm" collections; they may be out in a notebook to be added to
later if anyone so wishes. Collections may center around favorite class-
room objects: things to eat, places found on field trips, Feelings about
recess, and seasons. Choices may come from hearing or reading striking
descriptions of Familiar things; others may be more fanciful -- without
being silly. As children "collect" words that go together and discuss
which they like, which "work better," etc., they should feel more of a
sense oE ownership and mastery, as a group, of their own growing vocabu-
lary

D. People of other cultures often have "special" collections of words that
they use in their particular environment. The Eskimos, for instance,
have many words for different kinds of snow. Ask the class why this
might.be important for Arctic societies. After they have made some guesses,
explatn the importance of knowing exactly what the snow conditions

are, especially if you are traveling or hunting. The Greeks have wonder-
ful words For the sea. Hunt up some collections (consult district foreign
lancr,nago teachers -- or try writing to consulates). Introduce the words
to the Children; practice pronouncing and using them. Talk about the
small but important differences in meaning that languages can distinguish.
Explain that Americans too have certain specially rich collections of
words, One example is all the words we have to describe automobiles.
Ask the students to begin a list oF car terms and complete it with sug-
ge:3tions From parents and siblings. Names from different periods of
history (tin-lizzie, etc.) would also be fun.

TOP IC 6 : COMMUNICATION IN FAMILIES

tudents explore different ways Family members communicate with one
another -- in American famiLien and in other Families in different timer, and
Pl1c0.1. Thoy will Aiscover thrlr in all cultures children learn frnm family
members; and in all Familie there can be breakdowns in communication.

APW, nr TiJDY

:Itudies (family life, other eultures)
hanguage Arts (interpreting pictures, stories, television prograiml)
Art (interpreting photographs and drawings)

2 <1.:

- 10 -
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OBJECTIVES

Students will

1. infer from pictureS the kinds of messages family members give
and receive through their behavior;

2. identify cases of children learning from family members through
stories and pictures;

3. draw inferences about how mistakes in family communication can
cause problems;

compare family communications in different cultural settings.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

A. To begin exploring the wealth of ways in which familY members communicate,
it might be best to focus on how children learn from other family members.
Use social stu(':es texts for pictures of family life and ask the students
to explain what kind of communication is going on. Use photographs and
drawings that show parents or other family members showing children how
to do things -- ride a bike, fix a broken toy, mow the lawn, and so on.

Ask volunteers to imagine the kind of things the people in the pictures
might be saying to each other. Point out how much of what is being
learned comes from both language and being shown how.

The universailty of this theme will emerge if you begin showing similar
family pictures in American colonial times and also in other cultures.
Many social studies texts will provide ample pictures for this kind of
picture analysis. You can also borrow texts from upper grade levels
which will provide photographs and artistic representations of families
in other cultures and in other time periods.

R. Use families in television stories to emphasize the importance of clear
communications in families. Many of your students' favorite situation
comedies hinge on some breakdown of communication. Choose episodes

that a number of children have seen and ask them to tell what the com-
munication failure was and what troubles it created.

Without prying into family privacy, you can also ask students to relate
stories in their own families where a problem in communication led to mixed
up or humorous consequences. For example, on a family trip, what happens
if someone gives the wrong directions?

IF your readers contain stories from other lands, have students volunteer
to act out different family roles. Point out the similarities and dif-
ferences in the way these families interact. For example, a story in a
Chinusu setting might reveal different relationships between children and
various members of their family -- and some of these members would be con-
sidered quite distant relatives in American culture. Tn any such stories,
try to explore with the children the feelings that lie behind the behavior -.

2 5
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repect, a desire to p?.ease, affection, duty, and so on. Where possible
relate these to situations and feelins familiar to the class.

TOPIC 7: ART AS LANGUAGE

Th !be activities win introduce students tp the idea that art is another
form of communication. flome examples of art aro easily understood by just
about overyone although not overyone may _like the way the message is
tormed. In other cases, it helu to know what the artist was trying to do,
why particular mat-,rials were used, wha the reason for the message was or

AREA OE STUDY

;icial 3tudie:.i (other cultures, American history)
Art (crafts, drawing)

OBJECTIVES

tudents will

L. explain three different reasons fc,r creating art works;

2. create their own examples of art in three different mediums;

3. recognize that many art forms are ways of sending a message.

Ti:ACHFNtl "l_lrlGESTIONS

A. Bring in photographs or slides of prehistoric cave paintings. Describe
what is known about these paintings, e.g., that they were probably done
For us by hunters who wanted to capture "the spirit" of the animals by
painting them. Ask the students what they notice most about the pictures.
Allow any answers but stress those that mention the strength or power of
the animals. Ask what words the artist might have used to describe the
animals.

Lot each student choose an animal he or she Feels close to or would like
Lo ono daV. Thon, have them do their own "cave" paintings. Use
wash oFf chalk on a rock if possible, or hutcher paper. Encourage the
.:hildron to emphasize what they thinb is "important" about their animal.

P. -how tho qome sewn alphabet sam;lerl ! ,no by Amorican children in
rh I l 3 1 h and .1..ith cont.uries. The real thing is best, but detailed photo-

trom any of the many collection:', will dn. Note how young the
(:Iiildren wore and how intricatn their worb was (thy Whitman "chase"
;implor I i lly improlsivo).

Expiain the roason for the :;ampier:-;. alley wore made partly to learn the
alphabet, hut more important to master a variety of stiches.) Ask why
thia would he important in an age heforo machine-made clothes were avail-

bow a numhor or namplors and ask what each ehild did to mako her
lamplor

- 12 -
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T:7 1 eld-L; ,ampi, assignin,;, portions to individual students --
.,,y. rhi Hse some ea:ly-to-handle method, such as gunny-sack
'aterial, yarn, and larEe blunt needles. Encourage and help the students
'o theit portion special. Subjects can be the school, something
in the local community, a class picnic, or just about anything meaning-
ful to them. A crw1 supply shop may be able to supply you with an
intructer to demonstrate different kinds of stiches.

Use slides or photographs of moMs, made by various Indian tribes of
(,.ntral America. The nonrepresentational aspects of this art -- which
is becoming very popular in this country -- may strike the students as
strange ur ugly. Encourage them to express their feelings, which may
te simnle statements like "I don't like it," of "the colors are pretty
but the people look funny."

ioin out that in all cultures or societies there are art forms special
to the people. They develop their own "language of art" which they
enjoy and appreciate. This may become clear to the children if you
lhow them molas created in the past few years which show such scenes
as the Apollo moon landings and jet airplanes -- the tribes have used
their own art language to describe something new.

You can have the class try molas, too, a reverse form of applique.
The Erica Wilson Company has books of instructions -- the technique is
iuite L;Imple.

A variation would be to use African tribal art dnd have the students
ry makini: ceremonial masks of paper mache. Whichever subject is used,

tILSCU3s with the class the results of their artwork, emphasizing the
91ings that make each child's work snecial. You can explain this as
in important part of the language of art -- the artist creating his or
her special message.

TOPIC 8: GETTING TO KNOW STRANGERS

We .ommunicate most easily with people we know best; some of us never
overcome barriers in talking with complete strangers. Particularly at the
be7,inniv of the yuar, you might find it useful to work with your students
on getting to feel more comfortable with each other. In contacts across
rultural boundaries -- as well as within the limits of a classroom -- working
on oupovat7ve projects can often help bring people closer.

APi:A:2; OF _.;'17.11)Y

:ocial :Audios (interpersonal and group relationships)
Languagr, Art (speaking, greeting, interviewing, writing letters)

2 7
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OBJECTIVES

Students will

1. identify some problems in meeting strangers;

2. become better acquainted by working together in small groups;

3. gain experience in meeting children from other classrooms or
schools.

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

A. Use reader stories, folktales, or pictures as take-off points to talk
about strangers: How do we feel about strangers? What is it like to
be a stranger? Why is it hard to understand strangers? Why must we
often be careful in dealing with them? Make a board list of reasons
why ic is sometimes hard to talk with strangers. The list might include:

- Language or accent different

- Unusual looks

- Doesn't know where anything is

- Wants to do things you don't know about

- Doesn't know about your interests

Help the students build the list by having an aide or older child role
play being a stranger in your school. Ask: Which items on the board
might soon disappear, or not matter? Which can we help change?

B. Try out a variety of ways of getting acquainted. Even if your children
already know one another, they will enjoy the process. The idea to
emphasize here is that doing something together -- or working toward
the same goal -- is a good way to get to know someone.

Divide the class into pairs or small groups. Tell children in each
group they are "strangers of the day" and will be getting to know
one another better. Some exercises for groups to try:

1. Have group members interview one another, using 3-4 questions
decided on by the class. You can create a game of "getting-to-
know-you Bingo" having each child interview others to find those
who can fill in one of these squares with their name:
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Has a Pet Rides a 2-wheeler Likes Sports

Was in your class
last year

A new student
this year

Lives within
2 hlocks of you

TI1H first to fill in a Bingo column is the winner. More elaborate
vairations can be built to suit the ability-level of your class.

2. Play a game together; play a game as a team against another group.

3. Eat a meal or snack together.

4. Write a round-robin letter to another group, or draw a composite
picture and send it to another group.

Clean up a messy area of the classroom together.

6. Go on an errand together.

Asir, the children which activities they liked best; which helped them
feel more like friends. Did it become easier and easier to work to-
gether? Why?

C. Extend your acquaintance to another class in your school, if this is
practical. Plan a joint project, such as cleaning up the school yard
or decorating the hall. Before you begin, assign students to "joint"
groups (each with members from both classes). Let each group do some
of the more popular exercises from Part B. Then set all groups to work
on the main project.

D. Get in touch with a class at another school (or more distant school).
Build on common interests and goals. You might exchange artwork and
results of similar projects, exchange classroom plants or animals, make
phone calls and write letters, even send "exchange students." The
second classroom can provide a good "laboratory" for sti 11-1ts at both
ends to practice communic.ation skills. At the end of term, plan a
et-together with both classes. Allow time to talk about what you
have in common, how expectations of "what the other class is like"
were filled, and any miscommunication that may have happened.

- 15 -
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Jtural communic

1. Infer through water an:! mirror experiments that the sense of
sight can be fooled;

2. recognize that the senses of touch and sight work best together;

mpare perceptions of an ink blot to see how people find dif-
ferent patterns in the same thing;

use Fables and personal stories to identify examples of mis-
perception.. ...

TFAcifiNC; CESTIONS

water experiments can be used to show how our most relied upon
senSe tha3j-. of sight -- can give us false information. A finger in
a glass of water looks Fatter viewed from the side. A pencil put part-
way in a pan of water will seem to bend at the waterline. Have children
use their sense of touch to disprove what their eyes tell them here.

R. Mirrors can be used similarly. Have the children look at themselves,
and at the classroom, reflected in a mirror. Let them try to touch
their loft and right shoulder and toes by watching their reflections.
Ask whiJther they can tell you if an object is on the right or left side
of the room by looking at the mirror image. The children should dis-
cover that the mirror image is a reversed reflection of everything,
and one can be easily fooled.

a :-,cab bag to show rhat the sens of touch alone is not ,aiways reliable.
children and let them try to identify objects by touch alone;

+hen let them USQ sight also.

c rriunotion with this, tell the class the fable of the five blind men
and the elephant (in which each man, touching a different part of the
elep"lnt, had a different idea of what the animal was like). Ask: Did

you ever mdke a mintake about someone or something because you "saw" only
mIrt the situation? Many classical fables also involve Faulty perception.

- 16 -
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TOPIC 10 : HEARING AND USING 1

These activities are intended
of rhythms in their lives, and to st_
as part of the Many ways we send anC

playin.T. Draw analogies as
.our :lass knows (for example_

4as falling).

1:

L.:7e children to the existence
range of human use of rhythms

messages.

AREAS OF STUDY,

Music (rhythm, chants, songs, inL ,771-ts)

Social Studies (other cultures)
Science (body rhythms)
Physical Education (traditional ga.me

OBJECTIVES

Students will

1. Feel and record their own 1c7,- thms;

2. distinguish between voluntaL2 involumtary rhythms;

3. record chant rhythms and expla why they are important;

use a rhythmic pattern as a "frame" for composing new words
in a song or poem;

5. identify percussion as a means of sending a message.

TEACHINC SUGGESTIONS

A. A starting place for studying rhythm with the children's own bodies.

Ask children to shut their eyes d feel their own heart and lung rhythms.
They can beat them out on desk-t .- or count the number of beats or
breaths in 30 seconds. Ask the as F. to run around the playground once
or jump up and down, then rechec ir rhythms. This introduces the
idea of a fast or slow tempo. Explcre other body rhythms the children
have. Individuals can act out wal;.:--g, running, dancing, work, or play
rhythms (stirring a pot, hammering nail). Make a board list of plants,
anima1'1, and people. Ask what rhv-7.-= these living things share with

- 17
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:21as:s members. A fanci:u1 1_, can he fun. Lxampls:

A rhinoceros

.- A pine tree

- A Ch se i7ir1
- :

- A "dancing" bear

- A mosquito

Follow-up discussion should focus on the difference between involuntary
rhythms ourlodies follow and voluntary use of rhythms by humans.

3. Bring out ways your children use rhythms in their own lives. Play chants
for seesaw, jump rope, and other games are good examples. Have some
children recite a chant while others beat out the rhythm with hands or
Feet. Record different rhythms, using strong (/) and weak (4a) beat sym-
bols. Ask: Why is each rhythm important to each game? Do the words of
the chants always make sense? Why is that not always as important as the
rhythm?

Work and play chants from other ethnic groups or countries can show the
variety of rhythms people use to help them "keep the step." The Lomax
book, American Ballads and Fol7<songs,4 includes work chants sung by dif-
ferent American-groups. An excellent resource in this area for young
children is Beatrice Landeck's book on poetry and prose from Afro-rooted
sources.**

Children can beg to see the potential of rhythm as a form for self-
expression, and integral part of speech. Clap out the rhythms in
children's names nd other words; let the children listen for and record
strong and weak beats. Landeck suggests using the_African "talking drum"
idea: write ti-ree short proverbs or phrases on the'board. Assign a
"drummer" to interpret one of them, and let the class guess which it is.

Emphasi2e how rm7thm joins with rhyme and repetition to provide an easy
to remember pat--rn. Pick a simple song or poem with a strcng rhythm
and refrain. A: children to substitute words or phrases of their own
where appropri=e. "Old MacDonald Had a Farm" is an easy one. Children
silould see how the pattern makes "original" composition easier.

* John A. Lomax and
Maqpillan, 1934.

**Bkiatrice Landeck,
;Afro-Rooted Sources,
$4.95).

Alan LoMax, American Ballads and Folksongs, New York:

Learn to Read, Read to Learn: Poetry and Prose from
New York: David McKay Co., Inc., 1975 (paperback,
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D. F-pcus-;ion Lristrum- arr, pcwerful means of ression many groups.
clasr, -in e :tear lifferent --)rts drum:r i person,

and a,k the drummel.', Jut th3ir feelim in --_rary records,
musec-, exhibit o/ ri_n-ures Df percussion in -rument: dr nther resourc,,s.
:It6 school films an DciL: studies -re::ts f_ uses r'cussion in

var1c11; cultures. Ac_ .7sin- 70 the informatic you c_zn 7-at.her, have
th mselves tr u me options, sucL as:

Japanese Kabuki---pe -.2rcu59ion to illustrate f -2.1i=s in
J. brief pantomiT=,

,Irumming for a rLarch.,

"talking" between twc drums (native Ameri an or African type).

3 3
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BOOK I I : 'ATTER,V FCIR ABOUT COMflI U. ION

LESSON I : 'FAL KIN I TUC fl

PURPOSE

To bull a conceptu.1 de: '7 ,)f c=municatior an organized system
for the sha:_ng or interchang- 'eelings and ideas ±h messages (verbal
and/or non- -rbal) being bot:. --7a7 receiving.

AREAS OF ST-TY

Social Studiec (communicaoon)
Language Arts (creative sosorvtelling w:ithout words
Drama (pantomime)

OBJECTIVES

To learn that many familiar messages are commurlicaoed non-verbally,i,
studenos will

1. interpret non-verb1 mssages bv expla_=_ning their meaning(s);

2 send non-verbal r' es ir rol,--7_Lav situations.

SUGGESTED TIME: 2 class ::=Lods

MATERIAL:-: NEEDE

2 suggested booY-77 W:Mout WL-1-rds Hall. Ets. New York:

The "iking Press. 1- -anf: The Marc,,T Ma:22.1u :lphabet Book by

Geor--7e Mendoza. Thub1es7 CcrTar-, Inc., 1970.

SUGCESTI-_:INS TO THE

Be wL1ling to 7ry a 17.-.17: 7.7.: two I= whi:-.*:7 0.7- even . all of the

teacher-child and ar communicatior it noL---7erbal. Use,any or

all of tte followThE sugges-- s=± gam'es-7. make the concept

of non-vsrbal comfmnicatiar :-eal and familiaa.. As ths children participate,
in a variety of -introductcr7 szca:::vities_ begin 70 late=1 for them (with th'elr

help) just what communicalc :-. functions and for= ha__ been-experienced.
Discuss the word "communicdti-n" itself and encourage=he children_togive
their own examples of way: the- communicate to see if -olie term islireglly

being understood.

ACTIVITY 1: To interest th, class in the st-xyhock Talking Without Word's.
prepare the childrrm wit'lr-r.:4- an- spoken d4rPctionr. Indicate withopt worc..6

where and how the' cu1d for the stcrv, ar' also accomplish any neces-
sary reinforcemen- -f ycur Irectic-- non-ver!-a12--. Then ask the children
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hi,w they knew -.at to do. (Obviously, you shouldn'm arrange your student:
in posit_ons they are long accustomed to. That wcn-t :rove anvthinc7.)
Tell them that the story will be about what just 1%.7peEl.d -- talking
wcc,ds. Ac you read, encouraze the children to sho-2 cr mime in their own
wayc the 7ariou :,. messages in the book; by acceTtin: a ,ariety of gestures
fcr any z-ven message, you will be encouraging a legin-ling awarenes7: of
human commonalities and diversity. Discuss ho we al: .7mmuniolite Aqith and
without words; and that each of us may have hl-/hc- :-'wh °articular way of
communicating certain messa7s. Introduce the term 'communication," if it
s=',ems appropriate at this' Ant, and discuss how "talking without words"
is just one way of communic_71ting..

ACTIVITY 2: Az a follow-uT, ask volunters to stand .up and send a wordless
message to another student mr- the entire class. Encourage the senders to
think of famr messages they send all the time to family anel friends,
including the ones suggested in the book. Have the alass convert each
message into words to demonetrate how the same mesaHe can also be sent
and received verbally as another way of commuzizatm. (Be alemt for con-
flicting interpretations and capitalize on them- con,_vuctively. Conflict
is in some respects the antithesis of communication, and students. will be
able to comment on how wrong readings of intended mEssages can le. harmfui
or downright dangerous. Suppose, for instanoe, we misunderstood the non-
verbal message of a crossing guard or traffio policeman.)

ACTIVITY 3: To prepare the fr another- story, mime what you want
them to do in order to get ready Show each of The Marcel Marceau
Alrhahet 3ock and have the children explain message that is leing mimed
for each letter of the alphabet. Then have child choose his/her own
letter (perhaps the letter that starts their f*.nrt name) and mime cm show
something chat starts with that letter for th-7;' r-T= of tne class to inte7, _t-
Help each child to mime some key clue of is- .,L,_71 so that 77-Ts/het

message communicates itself am tIanly posrle. tc othens.

ACTIVITY As a follow-up, play the zme-,e 'Table Talk," a simplified ver-
sion of c-harades. Have the chilAren sit in groups or7-three to six around
tables or on a rug.- Choose a rebresentac-ive from each group who will mime
words from a list-prepared by the teacher. When each group has sent its
representative to the teacher, the teacher gives each a word or words to
mime, and each representative rushea_back to his/her group to act o%t the
word(s). The representative may not-talk at any time but must do all his/
her communicating without words. The rest of the group may talk as they
try to guess the word(s) and the .fst group to get the exact word or mes-
sage wins a point. Since the repeentati--,7e.cannot talk at anv time, be/
she can pee some form of non-ver5a: -j,.,,iwunication (example: r=Ise a hand
or wave hands together) to .7,::4177a1 t-t1.,, teacher that his/her group has guescee
the right message. (Repreeettatives may rotate unt1,1_everyone has had a
turn.)

3' 5
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LESSON 2: WE ALL SPEAK THE SA7qE LANGUACT -- BODY LANGUAGE
7HAT I S !

PURFOS7-'

To develop awareness of the global universality of human emoto1=-
expressed as gestures in hody language communicatic:..

AREAS OF STUDY

Social Studies (cultures)
Language Arts (body language)
Drama (pantomime; makeup)
Art (interpreting photographs)

OBJECTIVES

To understand that many human emotions/gestures are common to _ of
us, the students will

1. show in mime different emotions or MOOL.3 u iffrer parr-t
of their bodies.,

2. interpret emotions from pictures of peonies st varied clature::.

SUGGESTED TIME 1-2 class periods

KATERIALS NEEDED

- Book: Frances Face-Maker by Willia7 Cole and 7.77-71L lingerer ((-1,=.1and:

Collins World Publishing Co., Inc., 1963);
- Mirrors;

Makeup (optional);
Large paper Erocery bags;

- Pictures of peoples of-various cultures show-Ing 7arious
(An excellent source is The NationaZ Geograpi)

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Tell the children that they are going to do M77:: talking withr-ri- words
but that this tI.me they will be communicating mare -cf -their emc7=±:Ins cr
feelings as opposed to instructions or words via ibiady langu=ge. (Nake
sure that students understand the basic distinct±an :aetween. fee.1L
actual messages.; e.g., between "I'm unhappy" and "Close -the door..")
.Itserve and identify with them some of the types af body language me=ages
r-ou're receiving from individual children as ther listen to 7ou-t.p-11.7..

(Examples:_ bored, excited, angry, restless, etc.) -Fell them that ty're
going to hear a story and play a face-making game- Have them st.ate L77i

hody language how they feel about hearing storiE-s an.-1 playing grmes. After
t.71e story of Frances Face-Maker, choose any or r7-- the Slr7s7E7- !.1.014Up

- 22
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.activities to help chilcIfen recognize that we all have similar ways of
communicating our feelinzs via body language, and also that our own dis-
tinctive features play part in shaping them.

Activity 1: People communicate their emotions or feelings through facial
expressions as well as movement. Children, by playing this face-making
game, will enjoy making this discovery for themselves. Each child or
children in pairs should have a mirror. A small hand mirror will do.
Have the students practice making various faces in the mirror -- happy,
sad, angry or frightened. Read the book Frances Face-Maker in conjunc-
tion with the game, and have the children make their own facial expres-
sions as you read. Show the students the kinds of faces Frances makes
in the book, and have the children compare those with their own facial
expressions. What faces are similar? Which ones are different? (A

Polaroid camera is a useful and delightful adjunct to this activity.)

Activity 2: Use the following instructions to introduce this follow-up
activity:

Now let's play our owm game. You have a choice of how you want to
show the rest of the class how you're feeling. Like Frances, you can
just use your face to communicate your feelings, and have your classmates
try to tell what your facial message is. Or use other parts of your
body such as your arms anc-1 hands or legs and feet to communicate your
mood. Try covering the top part of your body with a grocery bag so that
no one can see your face or arms. Do you think the class can guess how
you are feeling from just your legs and feet? Let them try. You can
also choose to get your message across by using all of your body from
your face down to your feet.

Activity 3: Throughout history different peoples have used facial make-
up to emphasize their feelings. We sometimes use makeup on Halloween
to make our faces look jolly or scary, or just different. Circus clowns
paint on smiles or drooping mouths. People in other cultures also use
makeup to show their feelings during different celebrations. Some
American Indian tribes decorate their faces for happy, festive occasions
and used war paint to terrify the enemy. (Show pictures if available.)
Various societies around the world paint their faces and bodies to show
both the joys and sadnesses of life. Japanese actors in Kabuki plays
paint their faces to stand for various feelings. (Again, show pictures
if available.) Actors and actresses all over the world use makeup to
exaggerate the feelings of the characters they are portraying.

Face-painting is a helpful teaching tool for freeing many children
to express their feelings when they are afraid to do so otherwise.
Children may bring left-over makeup from home, or use what samples there
are at the school. (Theatrical makeup is far better.) Discuss with
the class the ways to paint one's face to show an emotion -- such as a
mouth turned down for unhappiness. Let the children paint their faces

- 23 -
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and see if the class can guess what feelings are being expressed. (An

ample supply of facial tissues and cold cream is suggested.)

Activity 4: People everywhere communicate through facial and body move-
ments. However, these movements vary from culture to culture and people
to people. Show the children pictures of people with different facial
expressions and varying body positions. Let them guess what feeling
or emotion is being expressed. Encourage different interpretations from
the students.

Next, show the pictures in categories such as how people communicate
Friendliness. Examples of friendship might be found in pictures of some-
one smiling, shaking hands, or bowing. Point out the variety of ways
people can communicate the same feelings through body language. Discuss
with the class what expressions and gestures are similar to ours and
which ones are different.

Children may also be asked to organize a bulletin board display of
newspaper and magazine photos showing different facial and bodily ex-
pressions. Happiness, anger, sadness, fear and surprise are suggested
headings.

LESSON 3: SENDING AND RECEIVING

PURPOSE

Clarity, precision and careful listening are the skills developed in
this lesson on verbal communication.

AREAS OF STUDY

Social Studies (social skills of group communication)
Language Arts (speaking and listening)
Drama (trust games)

OBJECTIVES

To increase precision in verbal communication, students will

1. repeat exactly what the previous response was before making
their own response;

2. state oral directions clearly enough to be followed accurately
by a classmate(s).

SUGGESTED TIME 2-4 class periods

- 24 -
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MATERIALS NEEDED

Assorted classroom objects, such as boxes, chairs, wastebaskets,
etc., to be used for an obstacle course (the students themselves
can also serve as obstacles);
Tinker toy set(s);

- Small pieces of drawing paper;
Crayons.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Before beginning this lesson, consider how clearly your own directions
are for students to follow. Try giving both clear and confusing verbal
directions to see how students react, and have them discuss how messages
can get crossed between sender and receiver. Fuzzy directions might in-
volve having students try to find Some object hidden in the room, armed
with little information about what the object is, in which part of the
room it is hidden, and what they are to do when they find it. Discuss
why the search proved frustrating or even imposssible.

Activity 1: Prepare a list of easily answerable questions. (Examples:
"What color is your house?" "What is your favorite food?" "How old are
you?" etc.) Tell-the class that you will be asking some very easy ques-
tions that everyone will be expected to answer aloud. Explain that each
of them will have to repeat the exact answer of the person who answered
just before them before they can give their own answer. For the first
few questions, you can work in some order based on seating arrangements,
but after that skip around the room in random order. Remind them that
the two aspects of communication -- sending and receiving, or talking
and listening -- are equally important. This kind of activity provides
immediate feedback for children: they hear their own messages repeated
and learn either that their messages were clearly received or that.
there were breakdowns between sending and receiving. As they hear errors
in the messages they may then work to clarify and correct the original
communication.

Activity 2: Another communication game is called "Air Traffic Control."
As a starter for this activity, give confusing or conflicting directions
about how students are to get to a designated area. Then discuss with
the class what happens as a result of unclear instructions. Certainly,
time will be wasted; confusion and even conflict will result. Similar
problems can result on highways or in airports if the communication of
directions is not clear. Introduce the game "Air Traffic Control"
which will help the class realize how important clear directions are on
an airport runway. The object of the game is for an airport control
tower to give directions to guide a pilot safely through an obstacle
course serving as the runway. Have the class divide in half and stand
in two parallel lines facing each other with enough room between rows
to serve as the runway. Let the class decide what they will use for
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obstacles on the runway; :1assr:om furnitilre, t:eir shoes and other
belongings may serve as ollsta _es. Choose a t: stand at one end
of the runway and another stu ri-t to give lireotions from the air traf-
fic control tower at the opp: ite end. 7.el: the traffic director that
giving accurate and clear int ructions wil: :e atscl=ely necessary to
the pilot. (Examples: "Go-L_nw-stop," "I7er--under,- "Big steps-little
steps," "Right-left," etc.) .:(:)Tr/ hlindfolt the T.,ilct end let the.control

tower begin giving the directions with the ga7- comtinuing as long as
the pilot can travel safely town the runway w±-fdout touching any of the
obstacles. When the pilot runs into an c-zsta_Le, remove the blindfold
and have the class discuss how the faulty direction could be corrected.
Write the unclear direction cm the board xt 70 it the corrected
ones suggested by the class. Continue the With new pilots and con-
trol tower personnel until the instructions -Cecome clear enough for a
pilot to make it safely down the entire len2tt of the runway. Have both
the pilots and control tower personnel disc= their nroblems as well as
feelings in sending and receiving clear communization.

Activity 3: Another game which depends um a-Lear directions between
senders and receivers is called "Designe= =',cLiders." In this game,
a group of designers will make a simple 1-7177a====E out of tinker toys or
blocks. A group of builders, who have nct =En tha structure being
designed will cover their eyes or wait i her nart of the room, and
then try to build the exact design from the tesigners' verbal directions
only. Remind-the twogroups of students, designers and builders., of the
rules. Only the designers may talk, ant- taITt:ing is the only way they
can give building directions for their tesiTn; they may not show the
model structure to the builders. The builds= may only follow directions.
They are not allowed to talk to each other Tr ask questions of the de-
signers. Once the designers have agreed. 'Inch and completed ()me model
structure to be hidden where the builders caLlut see it, the uilders
are then given access to the tinker toys or I-7ncks and can onlv do what
the designers direct tnem to do.

The designers will get immediate feedLaCk an how cleartyleir direc-
tions are by seeing how closely the builders' structure resembles their
original model. Encourage the designers to- rephrase an instruction if
they see the builders make bLructural mistakes. For further practice
on an individual basis, have children chomse partners and decide who
will be the designer and who will be the icailder. Follow the same pro-
cedures as with the group lesson above. Eave eachoset of partners dis-
cuss how successful they were in communicating careful and clear con-
struction messages. Then. re-/erse the partmers so that each builder has
a chance to experience befrrg the designer. Again let each set of partners
discuss their successes and croblems.

Activity 4: Drawing instead of building can substitute for or supple-
ment the activity in the "Designers and BuiLters" game. In this exercise
one student makes a simple geometric drawing which only he or she sees.
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Then the artist describes his illustrated design to the rest of the
class, who in turn try to reproduce the exact drawing on their own papers.
Again, only the artist/designer may talk and the rest of the class can
only draw when givm a direction. The artist/designer will have to be
specific about the colors, shapes and sizes used in the original and the
class will have to listen carefully in order to receive the needed in-
formation to complete the design. The immediate feedback of seeing how
well one's directions came across and how closely the original design
was duplicated indicates whether or not the communication was clear.
Debrief by discussing both successes and problems and have the students
consider how better directions would have corrected communication problems.

LESSON 4: DIAL-A-LIKENESS, DIAL-A-DIFFERENCE

PURPOSE

To develop awareness of human commonalities and diversity via structured
verbal communication; and to provide positive incentives for exploring
them.

AREAS OF STUDY

Social Studies (culture, interpersonal and group relations)
Language Arts (greeting, interviewing, comparing and contrasting)

OBJECTIVES

To recognize that we all have many commonalities as well as differences,
students will

1. talk with each other to identify commonalities and differences;

2. identify commonalities and differences they have with people
of other cultures.

SUnGESTED TIME 1 class period; 1 field trip

MATERIALS NEEDED

- Pictures of people of other cultures, preferably children of the
same age group as the students in the class.

- Bus or some form of transportation to bring two schools of different
ethnic representation together. (This is a highly desirable option,
which may not bo feasible, depending on the ethnic mix of your com-
munity or area.)
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SUCCESTIONS TO THE TEACHER

Once the concept of verbal communication has been taught, it can be
extended globally as children use verbal communication to explore human
commonalities and differences. Encourage children to talk with each
other and to share their common likes, experiences, feelings. At the
same time, encourage open communication ahout their differences to
build toward understanding of, and respect for, these differences.

If possible, after the children have communicated likenesses and -
differences with their own classmates, extend the communication to in-
clude others with whom the children are less familiar, including other
ethnic groups. Helping children to recognize that they have many
qualities in common as well as cultural differences is an important
step toward improved cultural understanding.

Activity 1: The communication game, "Dial-a-Likeness, Dial-a-Difference,"
will give children a chance to talk to others and find out about their
likenesses and differences. Form two circles. Half of the class will be
the outside circle and the other half the inside circle, with the two
circles facing each other. Each person will be across from a partner and
the partners will rotate frequently. In a minute or two, see how many
likenesses and/or differences can be communicated between partners. (Note:

the activity can be simplified to hegin with hy limiting the sharing
to just likenesses first and differences later; or by asking each set
of partners to communicate just one likeness and one difference.) When
the teacher calls time, each set of partners is asked to share one like-
ness and/or difference they found out about. Then "dial" or rotate the
inside circle so that each person has a new partner, and start them sharing
Likenesses/differences again. Continue until each person has met many
partners and is beginning to see that all people have similarities as
well as differences. Make sure you have each set of partners share
orally with the whole group at least one thing they found out about each
other. Encourage higher-level communication as they continue, going
beyond obvious physical likenesses and differences to personal opinions,
preferences and tastes. Help the children to verbalize any global gen-
eralizations acquired through this communication activity.

Activity 2: A more group-oriented Form of the above likenesses/differences
game is called "The nroup name." At intelwals around the room tape up
blank sheets of lined paper, above each of which is a different heading.
Each child signs his/her name to thosn group lists to which he or she
helongs. Examples of possible headings are: Black Hair, Blue Eyes,
Lites Animals, Loves to Sing, Hates Cabbage. When each child has had
the chance to sign all the lists to which he or she belongs, collect
the lists. Without showing the children the title of a particular list,
call all the names on the list and have that group talk with each other,
unt!1 they find out the wav(s) they aro all alibe. (While the rest of
the cllss should he watching and listening.) In the process of communicating,
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they will probably find other likenesses as well. Continue wiihthe
lists until a workable generalization about human commonalities and diver-
sity is understood and can be verbalized in the children's own words.

Activity 3: Extend these likenesses/differences games to encompass
learning about other cultures. Give each child a picture of a person
from another culture or ethnic group. Ask each child to find out all
the ways he is alike and different from the person in the picture.
Encourage the children to go beyond physical similarities and differences;
some of the pictures should show people expressing common feelings and
engaging in common activities in different ways. For example, mothers
from different cultures hold their babies in a variety of ways, but ma-
ternal love and protection are expressed in all. Then have the children
exchange pictures and do the same with another picture.

Activity 4: Arrange a field trip to bring two classrooms of different
ethnic background together (or two classrooms of different compositions
in the same school can be brought together). Have the two groups plan
and play "Dial-a-Likeness, Dial-a-Difference" and "The Group Game" to-
gether as an introductory activity. Then let the two groups exchange
ideas about common activities they might enjoy doing together such as
a group picnic or a party.

4 3
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ART

SUBJECT AREA

SUBJECT AREA LIDEX

TOPIC OR LESSON PAGE

Crafts Art as Language 12

Drawing Getting the Message 1

Symbols and Signs 7

Art as Language 12

Interpreting photographs Communication in Families 10

and drawings We All Speak the Same Language... 22

Potato printing

DRAMA

Symbols and Signs 7

Body movement Talking with Dance and Mime 3

Pantomime Talking with Dance and Mime 3

Talking without Words 20

We All Speak the Same Language... 22

Trust games Sending and Receiving 24

FOREIGN LANGUAGES New Ways to Say It D

LANGUAGE ARTS

Comparing and contrasting Dial-A-Likeness, Dial-A-Difference 27

Fables Misperception 16

Greeting Getting to Know Strangers 13

Dial-A-Likeness, Dial-A-Difference 27

Interpreting messages Animal Language and Human Language 5

Communication in Families 10

Interviewing Getting to Know Strangers 13

Dial-A-Likeness, Dial-A-Difference 27

Listening Cetting the Message 1

Sending and Receiving 24

Speaking Getting the Message 1

Getting to Know Strangers 13

Sending and Receiving 24

!-;torien Getting tho Message 1

Communication in Families 10

Television programs Communication in Families 10
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Vocabulary building

Writing

Writing letters

MUSIC

Chants

General

Rhythm

Songs

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Traditional games

SAFETY

SCIENCE

Animal behavior

The human body

Nature

The senses

SOCIAL STUDIES

American history

Family life

The global system

International under-
standing

Interpersonal and
roup relations

Meaning of cultUres

Other cultures

New Ways to Say It

Animal Language and Human Language

Getting to Know Strangers

Hearing and Using Rhythm

Talking with Dance and Mime

Hearing and Using Rhythm

Hearing and Using Rhythm

Hearing and Using Rhythm

Animal Language and Human Language
Symbols and Signs

Animal Language and Human Language

Hearing and Using Rhythm

Animal Language and Human Language

Misperception

Art as Language

Communication in Families

Symbols and Signs

Symbols and Signs

Getting to Know Strangers
Dial-A-Likeness, Dial-A-Difference

New Ways to Say It

Talking with Dance and Mime
Communication in Families
Art as Language
Hearing and Using Rhythm
We All Speak the Same Language...
Dial-A-Likeness, Dial-A-Difference
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